Abstract. In classic document clustering, documents appear terms frequency without considering the semantic information of each document (i.e., vector model). The property of vector model may be incorrectly classified documents into different clusters when documents of same cluster lack the shared terms. Recently, to overcome this problem uses knowledge based approaches. However, these approaches have an influence of inherent structure of documents on clustering and a cost problem of constructing ontology. This paper proposes a new document clustering method using terms of class label and term weights based on inherent structure of documents by NMF. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves better performance than other document clustering methods.
Introduction
Clustering of class labels can be generated automatically however there are different from labels specified by humans. The automatic class label is much lower quality than a maunal class label. If the specified class labels for clustering are provided with no human intervention, the clustering is more effective [1, 2, 3] . Traditional document clustering methods are based on bag of words (BOW) model, which represents documents with features such as weighted term frequencies (i.e., vector model). However, these methods ignore semantic relationship between the terms within a document set. The clustering performance of the BOW model is dependent on a distance measure of document pairs. But the distance measure cannot reflect the real distance between two documents because the documents are composed of the high dimension terms with relation to the complicated document topics. In addition, the results of clustering documents are influenced by the properties of documents or the desired cluster forms by user [1] . Recently, to overcome the problems of the vector model-based document clustering, internal and external knowledge approaches are applied.
In order to resolve the limitations of the knowledge-based approaches, this paper proposes a document clustering method that uses terms of class label by semantic features of NMF and term weights by term mutual information (TMI) in connection with WordNet. The proposed method combines the advantages of the internal and external knowledge-based methods. In the proposed method, first, meaningful terms of class label for describing cluster topics of documents are extracted using NMF. The extracted terms well represents the class label of document clusters by means of semantic features (i.e., internal knowledge) having inherent structure of documents. Second, the term weights of documents are calculated using the TMI based on the synonyms of WordNet (i.e., external knowledge) with respect to documents terms. The term weights can easily classify documents into an appropriate class label by extending the coverage of document with respect to class label.
Non-negative Matrix Factorization
This section reviews NMF theory. In this paper, we define the matrix notation as follows: Let X *j be j'th column vector of matrix X, X i * be i'th row vector, and X ij be the element of i'th row and j'th column. NMF is to decompose a given m×n matrix A into a non-negative semantic feature matrix W and a non-negative semantic variable matrix H as shown in Equation (1) [4] .
where W is a m × r non-negative matrix and H is a r × n non-negative matrix. Usually r is chosen to be smaller than m or n, so that the total sizes of W and H are smaller than that of the original matrix A.
The objective function is used minimizing the Euclidean distance between each column of A and its' approximation WH A = , which was proposed by Lee and Seung [10] . As an objective function, the Frobenius norm is used:
Updating W and H is kept until
converges under the predefined threshold or exceeds the number of repetition. The update rules are as follows:
Proposed Document Clustering Method
This paper proposes a document clustering method using class label terms by NMF and term weights based on TMI with WordNet. The proposed method consists of three phases: preprocessing, extracting class label terms, and clustering document, as shown in Figure 1 . In the subsections below, each phase is explained in full. 
Fig. 1. Document clustering method using class label terms and term weights
In the preprocessing phase of Figure 1 , Rijsbergen's stop words list is used to remove all stop words, and word stemming is removed using Porter's stemming algorithm [5] . Then, the term document frequency matrix A is constructed from the document set.
The extracts class label terms in regard to the properties of the document clusters using NMF as in Figure 1(b) . The terms of class label that can well explain the topic of document cluster are derived by the semantic features of the NMF. The extracting method is described as follows. First, term document frequency matrix A is constructed by performing the preprocessing phase. Second, let the number of cluster (i.e., the number of semantic feature r) be set, and then NMF is performed on the matrix A to decompose the two sematic feature matrices W and H. Finally, matrix W is used to extract class label terms. The column vector of matrix W corresponds to class label of cluster and the row vector of matrix W refers to terms of document, which the element of matrix W (i.e., the semantic feature value) indicates how much the term reflects the cluster class labels. The equation of extracting terms of class labels is as follows.
The term weights are calculated by TMI (term mutual information) based on the synonyms of WordNet as in Figure 1(c) . WordNet is a lexical database for the English language where words (i.e., terms) are grouped in synsets consisting of synonyms and thus representing a specific meaning of a given term [6] . Class label terms may be restricted from properties of document cluster and document composition. To resolve this problem, this paper uses term weight of documents by using the TMI on synonyms of WordNet. Term weights of the document are calculated by jing's TMI [7] .
The clustering documents use cosine similarity between class label terms and term weights of documents. The proposed method in Figure 1 (d) and 1(e) is described as follows. First, the cosine similarity between class label terms and term weights is calculated. And then a document having a highest similarity value with respect to the class label is clustered into cluster label in connection with the document clusters [3, 5] .
Conclusion
This paper proposes the enhancing document clustering method using class label terms and term weights. The proposed method uses the semantic features by internal knowledge of NMF to extract the class label terms, which are well represented within the important class labels of the documents cluster. To resolve the limitation of the semantic features with respect to be influenced by internal structure of documents, the method uses TMI (term mutual information) to calculate term weights of documents based on external knowledge of WordNet. In addition, it uses a similarity between the class label terms and term weights to improve the quality of the document clustering. It was demonstrated that the normalized mutual information is higher than other document clustering methods for 20 Newsgroups test collections using the proposed method.
